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21st Century Learning Conference - Hong Kong

At the recent 21st Century Learning Conference (21CLHK), educators from around the

globe gathered to delve into the future of education. Inventure Academy showcased two

dynamic workshops and a panel discussion. 

The team from Inventure Academy was led by Nooraine Fazal, CEO and Managing Trustee

and included Sowmya Narayanan, Head, Centre of Excellence; Meenakshi Elangovan ,Head,

Professional Development; Ritiwika Dwivedi, Instructional and Curriculum Coordinator and

Lavanya Srinivas, Manager, Professional Development and Academic and Curriculum

Coordinator.

  We have pleasure in bringing you the next edition of our weekly newsletter.

mailto:inventurepost@inventureacademy.com


Finding Your Passion Through Guided Research in Grades 1-12

Meenakshi Elangovan and Sowmya Narayanan highlighted the importance of discerning

authentic information in the age of AI. Their workshop showcased the school and our

approach to building research skills from primary to senior levels, fostering data-informed

perspectives and independent thinking. 

Panel Discussion: Transforming Education,Unveiling the Why, the What, and the How  

Nooraine was also part of a dynamic panel discussion, exploring the necessity of evolving

education, the nature of change, and effective implementation strategies. Leading thinkers in

education, dissected drivers of change, innovative models, and pragmatic  approaches in

reshaping learning for the digital age. Together we had access to 5 keynote addresses and to

over 20+ sessions over the conference days. We also had the unique opportunity of being

part of the Ed tech tour organized by 21CLHK where we visited some of the best schools in

Hong Kong to understand the cutting edge Edtech and AI tools they use to make the learning

experience better and how these can be leveraged for the best learning outcomes in our

own context.  Please use the link below to watch a snippet of the discussion.

Panel Discussion

Led by Nooraine, this transformative session emphasized self-awareness and understanding

as cornerstones of effective leadership based on finding one’s values. Participants delved into

aligning personal values with their institutional missions and framing practical strategies for

driving positive change. The case study driven session showcased how Inventure bounced

back during the global crisis of the pandemic, moving seamlessly to an online platform

without a break in the academic and beyond academic sessions. The take away from the

session was for the participants to identify crises and transform these into opportunities.

Navigating Leadership: Understanding Self, Shaping Environments

Our K2 learners are currently recapping

key concepts from the year.The learning of

Hindi is enriched through immersive hands-

on experiences. Children engage in

experiential learning by singing songs,

playing games, and actively participating,

creating an environment where they

naturally and effectively pick up the nuances

of the language. 

Hands on learning - K2 students in Whitefield Sarjapur

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-sWonhyacUuKzY9YbnmN5xGv9uBlpoQU/view?usp=drive_link


The Tournament of Minds (ToM) is a celebration of

what students learn in their Beyond Academics (BA)

pods. The event at the Yeshwanthpur Campus was held

over two days and was vibrant and memorable. The

children were encouraged to participate, and to

showcase their diverse talent through various artistic

forms. Storytelling, poetry recitation, Just a Minute, yoga,

dance, solo singing, instrumental music, ‘cooking without

fire’ and Tangram were some of the competitions that

were held. The individual points earned by the

winner/runner up/2nd runner up feed into the overall

points for the House that they represent.

  

While practising experience based and task based learning, the learning process becomes

experiential and the elements of reflection are added to the basic experience, transforming

a simple activity into an opportunity for learning.

ToM not only gives the children a wonderful

opportunity to display their talent and creativity but also

promotes unity, team spirit and understanding amongst

them.

Tournament of Minds at the Yeshwanthpur Campus



Graduation Ceremony 2024

The Graduation ceremony of 2024 was a momentous occasion, marked by the anticipation

of 99 Inventurers embarking on a journey filled with boundless possibilities and awe-

inspiring discoveries. Among the distinguished guests in attendance were our Founding

CEO & Managing Trustee, Ms. Nooraine Fazal, Chairman Mr. Irfan Razack, and Trustee Mr.

Hassan Fazal, alongside esteemed faculty members and the families of the graduating

students. The theme for this year's Graduation was: Anchored in Responsibility and Soaring in

Freedom.

The event commenced with a captivating invocation

dance performed by grade 8 students - Nandika

Achan, Shambhavi Dubey, Anoushka Mohan, and

Neeti Lakhani. This was followed by an enlightening

speech delivered by our Principal, Ms. Meenakshi

Myer encouraging the graduands to remember that

while we have the freedom to live our lives as we

choose, we also have a duty to act responsibly in

ways that uphold the rights and wellbeing of others;

thereby exercising their freedom with

responsibility. 

Our Dean of Student Affairs, Ms. Preet Benjamin Aarons, introduced our esteemed chief

guest, Dr. Pramath Raj Sinha, Founder & Chairman of Harappa Education and Ashoka

University who delivered an engaging speech reminding everyone to embrace the dynamic

environment we live in currently and advising the graduands to keep their parents and

teachers close as they are the students' greatest cheerleaders. This struck a chord with all

the parents, teachers and students present at the ceremony

The ceremony also featured the presentation of various awards such as the Cambridge

Learner Award, Inventurer Award and the King Constantine Medal. The Outstanding

Cambridge Learner Awards are the hallmark of exceptional student achievement in

Cambridge exams across the world. They recognise students' achievement in a wide

range of Cambridge IGCSE and AS/A Level subjects. 



  1. Anirvin Srirajavatchavai, World Topper IGCSE Mathematics

2.Varsha Gangi Reddy, Top in India for Literature in English.

This was followed by the prestigious King Constantine Medal, which  is an international award

in recognition of outstanding spirit of service and work for common cause. As a Round

Square school, Inventure Academy presents the King Constantine Award annually to one

deserving student who has shown an exceptional act of service to others, creating a positive

and long-lasting impact on the local environment and community and has helped promote

and support the ideals of Round Square at that school. This year's awardee was Arushi

Chirayu Patel for her dedication and contribution to the Community Outreach Program.

At Inventure, we aim to Empower Learners To Realise Their Full Potential, Ignite Change

And Create Positive Impact. Our Vision is that each student will excel both academically and

in one chosen co-curricular activity, and be fit for life. Towards this, every year we present

the Inventurer Award to students who live up to this vision.

The highlight of the evening was the Candle Lighting Ceremony for our graduands and the

pledge administered by our Founding CEO & Managing Trustee Ms. Nooraine Fazal, urging

the students to promise, “.....to be responsible citizens…..”

This year we had 2 recipients of this award -



Summer Camp at Preschool Whitefield

Summer Camp at Yeshwanthpur Campus


